Lessons in the presentation
Find your purpose:
Climbing a mountain requires a lot of
motivation. We talk about how you can
connect with your purpose.

Overcome failure:
If you’re going to take a risk, then you’re
going to encounter failure. We discuss how
we can learn and grow from failure.

Mitigate your limitations:
If we want to do something extraordinary,
we have to confront our limitations and
identify ways to mitigate them.

ORDINARY PEOPLE

EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENTS

Find your mantra:
In the darkest of times we need to find our
“mantra,” a deeply motivating thought that
can power us through the toughest times.

Make it extraordinary:
We close by talking about how even the most
ordinary experiences have the potential to
change our lives and become extraordinary.

TAKE AN INSPIRATIONAL JOURNEY TO THE TOP
OF THE AFRICAN CONTINENT.
Looking for a way to motivate your
team; to inspire them to achieve
something extraordinary?
Daniel Dorr, author of Kissing
Kilimanjaro; Leaving it All on Top of
Africa,
takes
attendees
on
an
entertaining and inspirational journey to
the top of the African continent.
Dorr is an ordinary guy who
followed his dream to climb Mt.
Kilimanjaro. Now he shares his lifechanging journey and the lessons that
have made him a better person,
professional and teammate.

Climbing
Kilimanjaro
is
no
different from any other major challenge
we want to overcome in our lives.
Whether we want to launch a new
product, lose weight or mend a broken
relationship we’re all climbing a
mountain of sorts. These experiences
require us to be stronger than we think
we are, endure more than we think we
can, and become more than we dreamed
possible.
Take an hour to discover how you
and your team can successfully climb
your own mountain.

www.danieldorr.com - 812-650-2190 - dan@danieldorr.com

Kissing Kilimanjaro: Leaving it All on
Top of Africa is the story of an ordinary guy
trying to do something extraordinary and all
the rewards—both large and small—of reaching
for personal fulfillment through adventure
travel, physical challenge, and being willing to
leave it all on the mountain.

